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Fig. l. Schematic map of the New Madrid seismic zone showing major tectonic features (see
tex!), state boundaries, and major riverso Instrumental/y recorded seismicity (gray-shade plus
signs at epicenters) delineates faults that probab/y ruptured in 1811-1812. Current/y, aseismic
structures (dashed lines) may also represent potential earthquake sources such as the Reelfoot
rift boundaries, the Commerce geophysicallineament, the Crittendon County fault zone, and the
Bootheellineament. The shaded ovaI approximate/y covers the area where > 1% of the surface is
covered by sand blows of ali ages. Liquefaction features related to New Madrid earthquakes have
been found beyond this area.

Reassessing the New Madrid Seismic Zone

recently been developed. Such models may
explain how significant intraplate earthquakes
recur Irequently, driven by larces that are at
times invisible at the surlace.

What do we know with less certainty? Mag
nitude estimates 01 large New Madrid earth
quakes rely on the uncertain conversion 01
observations 01 their effects (measured as
modilied Mercalli intensities, ar MMIs) into
estimates 01 size. Such conversions may be
biased in a variety 01 ways and have led to
best estimates 01 the 1811-1812 New Madrid

earthquakes that diller by haIt a magnitude
uniI. From the perspective 01 assessing earth
quake hazard, the uncertainty 01 magnitudes
may not be so important il we rely instead on
the less unambiguous observations 01 earth
quake effects.

Finally,what remains almost purely specula
tion? The absence 01 topographic reliel in the
NMSZand a variety 01subsurface geologic
data imply that the current rate 01 large New
Madrid earthquakes applies only to very recent
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geologic times. Perhaps the greatest scientilic
mystery is how and why such a rate change
can happen. Unti! this is solved, it will be impos
sible to know how long it will continue.

What makes the study 01 New Madrid earth
quakes so challenging? The Mississippi River
erades and buries most evidence 01 surlace

laulting and has deposited up to 1 km 01
unconsolidated sediments (Figure l), which
masks dee per evidence 01 laulting. Modern
seismic networks have not been in piace long
enough to record earthquakes with M > -5.

Instmmental and Historical Seismicity

Synoptic seismic netwark coverage 01 New
Madrid began in the mid-1970s,and modern
braadband recarding only began about 1 year
ago.The netwark catalogue 01 micro-earth
quakes reveals a clear pattern 01 intersecting
planar active laults (Figure l) consistent with
those that presumably ruptured during 1811
1812.Two vertical southwest-northeast trending
laults,-150 km and -50 km in length,are offset
by the -7G-km-Iong northwest-southeast,south
west-<lipping reverse ReeItoot lault, which is
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The centrai enigma 01 the mid-continent
region in the United States known as the New
Madrid seismic zone (NMSZ; Figure l) involves
the mechanisms that give rise to recurrent
great earthquakes lar lram plate boundaries.
Given the lack 01signilicant topographic reliel
that is the hallmark 01 tectonic activity in most
actively delarming regions, most 01 us leel a
need to "pinch ourselves to see il we're dream
ing"when conlranted with evidence that,at
some probability levels, the earthquake hazard
throughout the NMSZ is comparable to that
estimated lar the San Francisco Bay region.

Although assessing the hazard in the NMSZ
is in many ways mare challenging than in the
western United States, and the uncertainties
are much greater, carelul scientific study has
led to a consensus on the issues most criticai
to seismic hazard assessmenl.

[The consensus views presented here reflect
those 01 two dozen scientists gathered during
a January 2000 workshop sponsored by the
U.S.Geological Survey and the Mid-America
Earthquake Center,a consortium 01 university
graups lunded by the National Science Foun
dation, and during subsequent open and pub
licized discussion on the Internet and at
pralessional meetings.]

Points of Confidence, Uncertainty

What do we leel confident about? Whatever

their precise magnitudes, the three majar
"New Madrid" earthquakes 011811-1812
allected an area much larger than even the
lamous 1906 Calilornia M 7.8 earthquake
(Figure 2; M relers to moment magnitude).
Earthquakes with effects comparable to those
011811-1812 have occurred at least twice

belare, in appraximately 1450 and 900. How
ever, earthquakes 01 moderate size seem to be
"missing" in the geologic, historic, and instru
mental records 01 the NMSZ.

Thus, the largest NMSZ earthquakes appear
to be events with "characteristic" sizes and

repeat times (-500 years) that cannot be
extrapolated lram the statistics 01 smaller
earthquakes. Characteristic New Madrid earth
quakes also appear to occur in sequences 01
two to three major events over a lew months.
The lault system known to be active is probably
less than -200 km long, and recent geodetic
observations are notable lar the lack 01 rela

tive motion measured acrass the system.
These two leatures rule out physical models
that work so well lor earthquakes occurring in
plate-boundary settings. Fortunately, mare
apprapriate physical models 01 active
intraplate (plate-interior) tectonics have
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Fig. 2.Areas affected by earthquakes of similar magnitude-the December J 8J J New Madrid and
the M 7.8 J 906 Ca/ifornia earthquakes. Darker shading indicates minor-to-major damage to
buildings and their contents. Outer, /ighter shading indicates that shaking was felt. but objects
received /ittle or no damage. The New Madrid earthquake s substantial/y larger isoseismal areas
reflect, in part, the combined effects of lower intrinsic attenuation and probab/y systematical/y
higher eastern USO stress drops. The effect of river sediments is reflected in the shape of the New
Madrid damage (inner) isoseismals.

the only lault in the NMSZ with a scarp observ
able at the surface. Sparse source mechanism
data indicate right-Iateral strike-slip motion on
the southwest-northeast-trending laults and
thrust motion on the "step-over" Reelloot lault.

Almost ali the earthquakes occur above -15
km. Within the NMSZ,only two M >5 events
have occurred this century.To better constrain
the seismicity rate, particularly at magnitudes
greater than those included in the instrumen
tal catalogue, the instrumental data are aug
mented with seismic intensity reports,
extending the record back to 1700 lor M> -5.
While these catalogue data have large uncer
tainties, these uncertainties are much smaller
than those associated with extrapolating them
to estimate the rate the largest New Madrid
earthquakes (assuming a Gutenberg-Richter
Irequency-magnitude relationship in which
the logarithm 01 the number 01 earthquakes
scales linearly with magnitude).The reasons
lor this are discussed below.

The most widely cited estimates 01 the 1811
1812 earthquake magnitudes 01 M-8 are based
on intensity reports. Because intraplate seis
micity rates are 10w,Johnston [1996] compiled
a global data set lrom intraplate earthquakes,
used these to constrain regressions 01 M versUS
"isoseismal" (the areas encompassed bya given
seismic intensity),and applied these regressions
to the 1811-1812intensity data. Several proces&
es may bias the magnitude 01a single event esti
mated in this way.

Hough et al. [2000] suggest that intensity data
lor the 1811-1812 events are considerably more
biased by site amplilication than those lrom
later events because they come lrom sites con
centrated heavily along alluviated river valleys.
They also reinterpreted the originaI reports lor
the 1811-1812 sequence and inlerred generally

lower intensities than those previously assigned,
emphasizing descriptions 01 observable effects
rather than the severity 01 shaking.

Thus, using this revised input and the isoseis
mal area versus M regressions 01 Johnston
[1996]. Hough et al. [2000] report -M 7.5 lor
the Oecember 1811 New Madrid earthquake,
which is lower than Johnston's [1996] by hall
a magnitude unit.

However, the degree to which such bias
affects the isoseismal area versus M regressions
used in both estimates has not been quantilied.
A new method to evaluate the size 01 historical
earthquakes now being applied to the centrai
and eastem United States eliminates the need
to deline isoseismal areas [Bakun and Went

worth, 1997].Instead, it relies on empirical lunc
tions describing the variation 01 point intensity
observations with distance lrom earthquakes
with known locations and magnitudes.

The physics assumed to underlie earthquakes
also might lead to biased magnitude estimates.
The impact 01assumptions about the stress
relaxed during an earthquake, relerred to as the
stress drop &l, may be evaluated explicitly by
noting that intensities have been shown to be
proportional to a combination 01seismic

moment,Mo,and stress drop as MOII3M"' [Atkin
son and Hanks, 1995].M is linearly related to the

log 01Mo.Thus, lor the same intensity value, one
can modestly increase &l and decrease Moand
M substantially.One signilicant consequence 01
this is that il the stressing rate,and consequent
moment release rate are kept constant (admit
tedlya questionable assumption; see "Geodetic
Observations" below) ,earthquakes with smaller
M and higher stress drops may be just as dam
aging as larger ones. However, the smaller earth
quakes recur more often, which potentially
raises the hazard.

Paleoliquefaction

Paleoliquelaction investigations have
provided constraints on recurrence in the
NMSZ and have been conducted at 44 sites in

the region. Whatever the magnitudes 01 the
1811-1812 earthquakes, the spatial distribution
and characteristics 01 liquelaction leatures
they generated (Figure l) serve to calibrate
liquelaction related to prehistoric events.

Perhaps the best indicator 01 the size 01 a liq
uelaction-inducing prehistoric earthquake is
the area affected.To define the area lor a single
event, liquelaction leatures in non-contiguous
exposures are correlated based on similarity
in sand blow stratigraphy, dimensions, and lor
mation dates.Two pre-1811 episodes 01 lique
laction comparable to that 011811-1812 have
been interpreted. Best estimates 01 the dates 01
these events are 1450 and 900 (Figure 3), which
leads to a median recurrence interval ranging
between 267 and 644 years.The enorrnity 01 the
volume 01 sand mobilized at many 01 the lique
laction sites in the NMSZ implies they could
not have been lormed by loeal events 01 mod
erate magnitude. Further indieation 01very
strong shaking comes lrom geo-technical meas
urements at liquelaction sites in the NMSZ,
which show the shallow sub-surfaee materials

to be only moderately liqueliable.
The paleoliquelaction interpretations also

suggest that large earthquakes like those 01
1811-1812 may be "eharaeteristic earthquakes."
In other words, the recurrenee rates 01 M<-5
events (lor example,as eonstrained by histori
eal and instrumental data) and the largest
earthquakes cannot be simply related.A sim
pIe extrapolation using a Gutenberg-Richter
relation and a mean recurrence period 01 -500
years lor the largest New Madrid event-Ior
example, M 7.5s-would imply that the rate
01 moderate M 6.5 events should be tenlold,

and thus occur every 50 years (or more
Irequently il the magnitudes 01 largest New
Madrid earthquakes exceeded 7.5). However,
paleoliquelaction leatures that might be asso
ciated with moderate earthquakes are absent
lrom the geologic record, and an earthquake
01 M >6 has not occurred since 1895. In short,

the largest earthquakes oceur much more Ire
quently than the rate 01 smaller earthquakes
would imply.

Finally,the paleoliquelaction record suggests
that the c1ustering 01 earthquakes that occurred
in 1811-1812 also occurred in prior events. Multi
pIe units 01 vented material are evident in many
01 the sandblows and have been interpreted as
resulting lrom major events that occurred with
in weeks to months 01 each other.The lack 01

soil development, but evidence lor bioturba
tion in materials between the units, constrains

the timing between c1ustered events.

GeologicjGeophysical Constraints

Geological techniques to estimate slip rates
in the NMSZ are based primarily on the char
acteristics 01 secondary leatures associated
with laulting. Three episodes 01 delormation
are apparent in lolded fluvial deposits overlying



Fig. 3. Estimated ages of paleoliquefaction features (uertical axis) arranged by site location, trom
north (left) to south (right), excluding the Current Riuer sites. Vertical gray shaded segments indi
cate most probable ages, with brackets showing approximate two standard deuiation un certa in
ties. Shaded horizontal bars indicate the inferred timing of paleoearthquakes. Heauy dashed
horizontalline at top is at 1811-1812.

Newman et al. [1999] applied a plate-bound
ary mode I to their GPS data, adjusting the slip on
an inlinitely long model lault oriented parallel to
the observed -200-km-Iong southwest-northeast
trend 01 seismicity.They obtain average "Iault"
parallel velocities equal to -0.2 ± 2.4 mm/yr lor
ali sites combined, and 0.6 ± 3.2 mm/yr, includ
ing only the observations close to the lault to
emphasize any possible localized slip.

Any viable tectonic model 01 the NMSZ
must satisfy at least these criteria: events com
parabIe to those in 1811-1812 recur about
every 500 years; the active lault system proba
bly is not longer than -200 km; today's strain
rates are low; and prior to the Holocene, large
delormation rates were orders 01 magnitude
lower than today.

Several models satisfying these criteria have
been proposed. They assume a uniform stress
field and some sort 01 heterogeneity in the
lower crust that locuses delormation beneath

the New Madrid seismic zone. For example, a
high-seismic velocity structure imaged in the
NMSZ lower crust and relerred to as a "rift pil
low" has been modeled as a subhorizontal
detachment zone.

In these models, M8 earthquakes with a
recurrence rate 01 1,000 years occur on a ver
tical lault overlying the detachment lault
while generating a velocity field at the Iree
surface that is compatible with the geodetic
data [Stuart et al., 1997].

The mode! 01 Kenner and Segali [2000]
employs an elongate zone 01 low viscosity in
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the lower crust beneath the NMSZ.Viscoelastic
relaxation 01 this zone translers stress into the

overlying brittle crust, causing earthquakes,
which in turn partially reload the viscoelastic
zone.The cycle repeats, but the repeat time
gradually lengthens as the strain rate decreases,
until the whole process eventually ceases. Sur
lace delorrnation rates are higher early in the
interseismic period (tens 01years) than latet
(Ior example, 188 years alter 1812). Kenner and
Segall's [2000] models demonstrate that large
recurrent earthquakes may occur accompanied
by surface strain in the mid-interseismic period
that would not be detectable in the NMSZ at

the level 01 uncertainty in existing measure
ments. Support lor the presence 01 the hypoth
esized low viscosity body within the NMSZ and
a mechanism lor starting the process remain
to be established.

Perhaps the greatest enigma 01 the NMSZ
is, what would cause repeating major earth
quakes to begin, particularly so geologically
recently? Loading changes or lault state
changes that might possibly explain a recent
increase in seismicity are related to Holo
cene deglaciation and removal 01 a large
load 01 ice as close as 100 km lram the

NMSZ.AIso, the Ohio River captured the Mis
sissippi River, radically altering the hydrologic
system directly above the NMSZ. Clearly, the
connections between these events and seis

micity are speculations. The basic challenge
remains 01 designing ways to turn them into
testable hypotheses.
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the Reelfoot lault; their ages bracket the three
major events evident in the paleoliquelaction
record.

Most recently,Mueller et al. [1999] examined
minor topographic reliel and shallow sound
ing measurements.They assumed that ali
movement on the Reelfoot lault was pure and
estimated -2 mm/yr 01strike-slip motion paral
leI to the major southwest-northeast-trending
lault system.lf one allows oblique motion on
the Reelfoot lault, their inlerred rate 01 strike
slip motion would increase bya lactor 01 2.5
and become compatible with the short recur
rence interval lor major earthquakes evident in
the paleoseismic record. The potential lor cur
rently aseismic laults within and beyond the
NMSZ producing moderate-to-Iarge earth
quakes remains unknown,although Quater
nary surface laulting has been documented
on the periphery 01 the NMSZ.

Geodetic Observations

Recent GPS studies within the NMSZestimate

a unilorrn strain rate 01 -O±.1OIlrad/yr (uncer
tainties indicate 95% confidence intervals) or
-.07±.14 Ilrad/yr lor a smaller network
centered over the seismicity. Measured hori
zontal site velocities relative to a stable North

American relerence are generally less than a
lew millimeters per year, and at most sites, the
uncertainties are considerably larger than
the estimated velocities. While a systematic
pattem 01 delorrnation could be hidden, it
may be noteworthy that as the measurement
techniques improve, the error bars shrink and
the estimated rates have always included
zero.This suggests that the delormation rate
within the NMSZ may not differ lrom that 01
the surrounding region. This is corroborated
by delorrnation rates 01 less than a lew nanos
train/yr estimated lor a larger region lrom a
perrnanent national wide-aperture continuous
GPS network.These interpretations are incon
sistent with a plate-boundary model in which
relative lar-lield displacements "drive" the delor
mation across the lault zone.

Tectonic Models

The model chosen to interpret geodetic
measurements has a major effect on the
estimated lault slip rates. Clearly, such models
also should be consistent with ali available

inlorrnation. While simplicity may recommend
it, a plate-boundary model has well-defined
assumptions and yields the !owest slip rates
possible.ln such a model, the lault system is
modeled appropriately as infinite in length
and locked above some mid-<:rustal depth.
The long-terrn lault slip rate must equal the
driving lar-lield displacement rate and thus, il
the !atter is very small as in the NMSZ,so will
the slip rate be very small. Finally, the simplest
plate-boundary model assumes temporally
constant delormation rates; even at plate
boundaries this has been shown to be an

incorrect assumption.
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